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Abstract—In cloud computing, quality of services is often
enforced through Service Level Agreement (SLA) between end
users and cloud providers. While SLAs on hardware resources
such as CPU cycles or bandwidth can be monitored by low layer
sensors, the enforcement of security SLAs stays a very challenging
problem. Several high level architectures for security SLAs have
been proposed. However, details still need to be filled before they
can be deployed.

In this paper, we propose to design mechanisms to detect
violations of security SLAs. Specifically, we focus on unauthorized
accesses to memory pages of a virtual machine and violation
of the memory deduplication policies. Through measuring the
accumulated memory access latency, we try to derive out whether
or not the memory pages have been swapped out and the order of
accesses to them. These events will then be compared to access
commands issued by the local VM. In this way, unauthorized
memory accesses or violation of deduplication policies can be
detected. Compared to existing approaches, our mechanisms do
not need explicit help from the hypervisor or third parties.
Therefore, it can detect SLA violations even when they are
initiated by the hypervisor. We implement our approaches under
VMWare with Windows virtual machines. Our experiment results
show that the VM can effectively detect the violations with small
increases in overhead.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In the past few years, cloud computing has attracted a
lot of research efforts. At the same time, more and more
companies start to move their data and operations to public
or private clouds. For example, out of 572 business and tech-
nology executives that were surveyed in [1], 57% believed that
cloud capability could improve business competitive and cost
advantages, and 51% relied on cloud computing for business
model innovation. These demands also become a driving force
for the development of cloud security, which ranges from very
theoretical efforts such as homomorphic encryption to very
engineering mechanisms such as side channel attacks through
memory and cache sharing.

In parallel to the active research in cloud security, en-
forcement of service level agreement (SLA) also becomes a
very hot topic. In cloud computing, customers usually need to
outsource their data processing or storage to service providers.
To guarantee the system performance and data safety, many

customers rely on service level agreement (SLA) with the
providers to enforce such properties. The resources that are
monitored under SLA include CPU time [2], [3], network
downtime [4], and bandwidth [2]. Several multi-layer moni-
toring structures [5], [4], [6], [7] have been proposed to link
low level resources with high level SLA requirements.

Compared to the research in SLA enforcement for QoS pa-
rameters, investigation in security SLA validation falls behind
in many aspects. For example, in [8] the authors define the
concept of an accountable cloud and propose an approach to
differentiate the responsibility of a user from that of the service
provider when some security breach happens. An infrastructure
to enforce security SLA is described in [9]. However, the high
level discussion often lacks implementation details. It isvery
hard to generate concrete defense mechanisms for security
SLA violations based on these descriptions.

To bridge this gap, in this paper, we study mechanisms to
detect violations of security SLA for memory management in
virtual machines. Under many conditions, end users of a cloud
environment may sign some agreement with the cloud provider
on the usage and monitoring of the memory of their virtual
machines. For example, many mainframe virtual machine
hypervisors such as VMware ESX and ESXi [10], Extended
Xen [11], and KSM (Kernel Samepage Merging) [12] of
the Linux kernel use the technique of memory deduplication
to reduce memory footprint size of virtual machines. Since
previous research has shown that page level memory sharing
could create a side channel for information leakage [13], [14],
[15], many end users ask the hypervisor to disable memory
deduplication for their VMs. However, there exists no solution
for end users to verify the execution of this agreement other
than trusting the words of the cloud provider.

As another example, cloud providers usually have the
privilege to take a sneak peek at the memory pages of the
VMs under their management and reconstruct their internal
views [16], [17]. To protect their own privacy, end users could
sign an SLA with the provider that prevents it from peeking
at the memory pages without their permission. However, if no
technical mechanism can detect violations of such an SLA, it
cannot be enforced.



To detect such violations, we propose to design mech-
anisms based on memory access latency. When we revisit
the two types of violations described above, we can find out
that both attacks involve unauthorized memory access. For
the attack on memory deduplication, although the other VM
is accessing only its own pages, the victim VM is impacted
because of the shared memory. For the attack of sneak peek,
the attacker violates the security SLA and reads the memory of
the victim VM. Under both cases, the order of accesses to the
VM’s memory pages is changed. Our detection mechanisms
will capture such changes.

According to the documents released by major hypervisor
companies such as VMWare and research results of other
investigators [18], [19], Least Recently Used (LRU) memory
pages are still the top choices during memory reclaiming.
Therefore, unauthorized accesses to the memory pages of the
victim VM will lower their priority of being swapped out. We
propose to introduce a group of reference pages into the virtual
machine memory and access them with different time intervals.
In this way, we can set up a series of reference points in
time for memory swapping operations. Through comparing the
access latency to these reference pages with that to the pages
we try to monitor, we can detect memory accesses that are not
initiated by our running programs. Since the reference pages
are hidden within the real data and program pages, it is very
hard for the attacker to identify them. We have implemented
the approaches in virtual machines under VMWare and tested
them. Our experiment results show that the approaches can
effectively detect unauthorized memory access operationswith
small increases in overhead.

The contributions of the paper are as follows. First, existing
SLA enforcement mechanisms usually focus on hardware
resources such as CPU cycles and network bandwidth. Our
approaches study this problem from a different aspect and try
to enforce security SLAs. Second, we choose unauthorized
access to memory pages of a virtual machine as an example
of security SLA violations. We design mechanisms to detect
such attacks based on changes in memory access latency. Last
but not least, we implement the approaches and evaluate them
in real systems. The experiment results show the effectiveness
of the approaches.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we introduce the related work. Specifically we focus
on the enforcement of SLAs and information leakage through
changes in memory and cache access latency. In Section III
we present the details of our approaches. In Section IV we
present the experimental results in real systems. In Section V
we discuss the safety of the approaches. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Information Leakage among Virtual Machines

With the proliferation of cloud computing, more and more
companies start to use it. One big security concern in cloud
is the co-residence of multiple virtual machines belongingto
different owners in the same physical box. Existing inves-
tigation on this problem can be classified into two groups.
In the first group, side channel attacks through shared cache
have been carefully studied. The shared cache enables timing

based attacks [20], [21] to steal information about key stroke
or Internet surfing histories. Research in [22] shows that in
a practical environment such as Amazon EC2, a cache-based
covert channel can reach the effective bandwidth of tens of bits
per second. An implementation of the key extraction attack
was presented in [23]. The delay caused by separation of
deduplicated memory pages in virtual machines has been used
to identify guest OS types [13] or derive out memory page
contents [24].

In the second group, researchers have designed security
mechanisms to prevent information leakage among the virtual
machines. In hardware based approaches, special components
have been embedded into the architecture to manage informa-
tion flow. For example, in [25] the processor is responsible for
updating the memory page mapping and the page table. Szefer
et al. [26] proposed to use memory level isolation or encryption
to protect guest VMs from a compromised hypervisor. The
software based approaches adopt more diverse mechanisms.
For example, in [27] the cache that is used by security
related processes is labeled with different colors to prevent
side channel attacks. In both [28] and [29], the hypervisor
monitors the memory access procedures to prevent cross-VM
information flow. In [30], researchers tried to establish a very
small compartment to allow VMs to run in an isolated state.

B. Service Level Agreement Enforcement

In cloud computing environments, service level agreements
are often described at the business level. Their enforcement,
however, is often at the technical level. Such discrepancy
creates a challenge for researchers. Two groups of approaches
have been designed to solve this problem. In group one, a
middleware layer is implemented to bridge the high level
service requirements with low level hardware resources [2],
[3], [4]. Group two push the approaches one step further
through formalization of both service capabilities and business
process requirements [5]. In this way, a language can be used
for direct communication between the two layers. Dastjerdi
et al. [31] designed an ontology based approach that can
capture not only changes in individual resources but also their
dependency.

Compared to research in SLA enforcement for QoS param-
eters, investigation in security SLA validation deserves more
efforts. As a pioneer, Henning [32] raised the question whether
security can be adequately expressed in an SLA. Casolaet
al. [33] proposed a methodology to evaluate and compare
security SLAs in web services. Chaveset al. [34] explored
security management through SLAs in cloud computing. An
infrastructure to enforce security SLA in cloud services is
described in [9]. Haeberlen [8] proposed an approach to
differentiate the responsibility of a user from that of the service
provider when some security breach happens.

III. T HE PROPOSEDAPPROACHES

In this section, we will present the details of the proposed
approaches. We first introduce the technique of memory dedu-
plication and how it impacts memory access latency. We will
then discuss the assumptions of the environments to which
our approaches can be applied. Finally, the details of the
approaches and mechanisms to turn the idea into practical
solutions are presented.



A. Memory Deduplication in VM Hypervisors

The memory de-duplication technique takes advantage of
the similarity among memory pages so that only a single copy
and multiple handles need to be preserved in the physical
memory, as shown in Figure 1. Here each of the two virtual
machinesVM1andVM2needs to use three memory pages. Un-
der the normal condition, six physical pages will be occupied
by the VMs. If memory de-duplication is enabled, we need
to store only one copy of multiple identical pages. Therefore,
the two VMs can be fit into four physical pages (note that we
illustrate both inter- and intra-VM memory de-duplicationin
the figure). This technique can reduce the memory footprint
size of VMs and the performance penalty caused by memory
access miss.

Fig. 1. Memory de-duplication reduces the memory footprint size.

Although the implementation of memory deduplication in
different hypervisors may be different, the basic idea is similar.
To avoid unnecessary delay during page loading, whenever a
new memory page is read from the hard disk, the hypervisor
will allocate a new physical page for it. Later, the hypervisor
will use idle CPU cycles to locate the identical memory pages
in physical RAM, and remove duplicates by leaving pointers
for each VM to access the same memory block. Hash results
of the memory page contents are used as index values to
locate identical pages. To avoid false de-duplication caused by
hash collisions, a byte-by-byte comparison between the pages
will be conducted. While the reading operations to the de-
duplicated pages will access the same copy, copy-on-write is
used to prevent one VM from changing another VM’s memory
pages. Specifically, on writing operations a new page will
first be allocated and copied. This procedure will incur extra
overhead compared to writing to not-shared pages, which will
lead to a measurable delay when a large number of shared
pages are allocated and copied. This delay will allow us to
detect violations of security SLAs on memory management.

Newer operating systems include a technique known as Ad-
dress Space Layout Randomization (ASLR). In this technique,
operating systems try to prevent code injections from being
successful by changing the memory locations of executables.
For example, in Windows Vista, the memory is randomized in
the whole blocks of 64 KB or 256 KB [35]. Since the memory
pages have the size of 4KB, this technique will not impact the
results of memory deuplication.

B. System Assumptions

In the investigated scenarios, we assume that the security
SLA signed between the cloud provider and customers in-
cludes the following two requirements: (1) the provider cannot

apply memory deduplication technique to the memory pages
of the guest VMs; and (2) without a customer’s permission,
the provider cannot peek at the memory pages of her VM.
We assume that a customer has total control over the memory
usage of her virtual machine. For example, she can initiate
application programs and load data files into the memory of
the VM. She can also measure time durations accurately so
that they can be used for attack detection (more discussion
in subsequent sections). We do not assume the customer
can decide how much physical RAM her VM can consume.
Without losing generality, we assume that VMs use4KB
memory pages.

We assume that the cloud service provider is not malicious
but very curious. At the same time, he wants to squeeze as
many virtual machines as possible into a single physical box.
From this point of view, he has the motivation to enable
memory deduplication. The cloud service provider may not
be the developer of the hypervisor software. For example, a
private cloud provider runs VMWare software to manage the
cloud. He does not have the capability to alter the source code
of the hypervisor. However, he may configure the software to
enable memory deduplication. He may also read the memory
page contents of other VMs through the virtual machine
manager. All such operations can be conducted without the
permission of end users.

C. Basic Ideas of the Proposed Approaches

In this part, we will first introduce the basic ideas of the
approaches. The difficulties to turn these ideas into practical
mechanisms and our solutions to these problems will then be
discussed.

The basic idea of the proposed detection mechanisms is to
map violations of security SLAs on memory management to
changes in memory access latency. If a memory page is located
in physical memory, its access delay is at the level of several to
tens of micro-seconds. On the contrary, if a memory page has
been swapped out, its access delay is partially determined by
the hard disc performance. The waiting time is usually at the
level of milliseconds. From this point of view, we can easily
differentiate a page in physical memory from that on hard disk.

Now let us reexamine the two violations of interest. When
the hypervisor or an attacker takes a sneak peek at memory
pages of a guest VM, it will change the sequence of access
operations, thus impacting the priority of page swapping. We
can choose a group of memory pages to serve as references
and keep a record of the access operations to them. If we detect
that the order of memory swapping is different from that of
the memory access commands initiated by the guest VM, we
can confirm that some unauthorized access has happened.

Similar technique can be applied to detect the violation of
memory deduplication policies. A user can load two files (we
call them F1 and F2) with the same contents into her VM
memory. If the hypervisor does not enable memory deduplica-
tion, the files will occupy different chunks of memory. On the
contrary, their memory pages will be merged. To differentiate
between these two cases, we need to conduct the following
operations. We will access the pages ofF1 andF2 regularly to
keep them in the main memory. We can estimate the progress
of deduplication based on our previous research [13]. When



this procedure is finished, we can initiate “writing” operations
to the pages. If the memory pages of the two files are not
merged, the writing delay will be relatively short. On the
contrary, if their pages are deduplicated, “copy-on-write” must
be conducted for every page. A measurable increase in delay
can be detected. Based on the measurement results, we can
figure out whether or not the SLA for memory deduplication
has been violated.

D. Details of Implementation

Although the basic idea of the detection mechanisms is
straightforward, we face many difficulties in implementation.
For example, we need to carefully select the memory pages that
we access to reduce false alarm rates. We also need to consider
the time measurement accuracy and the order of memory page
accesses. Below we discuss our solutions to these problems.

1) Choice of the Memory Pages:The first problem that we
need to solve is to choose the memory pages that will be used
for the detection of SLA violations. There are several criteria
that we need to follow when we choose these pages. First,
the selected pages must incur very small performance penalty
on the system. If the proposed approaches impact the system
efficiency to a large extent, it will become extremely hard to
promote their wide adoption. Second, these pages should not
be easily identified by the hypervisor or attackers. Otherwise,
they may handle these pages differently to avoid detection.

We design different methods to choose memory pages for
the detection of two types of violations. The selection of
memory pages for the detection of sneak peek is very tricky.
Theoretically, attackers or the hypervisor could choose any
memory pages of the guest VM to read. It is impossible for
the guest VM to know beforehand which pages to examine. In
real world, however, the selection range is much smaller. The
end user usually cares most about the data files that she/he is
processing with sensitive information. Therefore, we propose
to insert guardian pages into these sensitive data files. Since
these pages are integrated into the real data file, the hypervisor
and attackers will not be able to identify them. Therefore, when
they conduct unauthorized memory access to the guest VM,
these pages have a high probability to be touched.

To detect whether or not the cloud provider secretly enables
memory deduplication without notifying end users, we need to
make sure that the following two requirements are satisfied:(1)
there exist memory pages that can be merged; and (2) more
importantly, the guest VM can read from/write to these pages
to measure the access delay. We propose to construct data files
and actively load them into our VM’s memory. Since dedu-
plication is conducted at the page level, the positions of the
pages in data files will not impact the final result. Therefore,
we can construct different data files through reorganizing the
order of the pages. This scheme will also introduce randomness
into the data files so that it is difficult for the cloud provider
to discover the detection activities. After constructing these
files, we can initiate different application software to load them
into memory. Since memory deduplication can happen in both
intra-VM and inter-VM modes, we can read different files in
different VMs. Under this case, we can use methods in [20]
to make sure that these VMs are located in the same physical
box so that deduplication can be conducted.

2) Measurement of Access Time:To successfully detect the
SLA violations, we must accurately measure the information
access time. Traditionally a computer provides three schemes
to measure the length of a time duration: time of the day,
CPU cycle counter, and tickless timekeeping. The first method
provides the measurement granularity of seconds which is
too coarse for our application. The second method will be
a good candidate for time measurement if the operating
system completely owns the hardware platform. In a VM-
based system, however, it cannot accurately measure the time
duration. For example, if a page fault happens during our
reading operation, the hypervisor may pause the CPU cycle
counter while it fetches the memory page. Therefore, the delay
caused by hard disk reading will not be measured. Based on
the analysis in [36], tickless timekeeping can keep time at
a finer granularity. Therefore, we choose the Windows API
QueryPerformanceCounter to measure the duration. Pre-
vious research [37] has also shown that the time measurement
accuracy may be impacted by the workload on the physical
box. We can use the lightweight toolsetT iMeAcE.KOM
[37] to assess and fix the measurement results.

3) Verification of Memory Access Order:As explained in
Section III.C, the detection of unauthorized memory access
depends on the verification of one fact: some memory pages
that should have been swapped out are still in memory. The
reason that these pages are not swapped out is because some
access operations change the order of swapping. To verify this
fact, we need to set up a group of memory pages to serve
as references in time. Through controlling access to these
reference pages, we can derive out whether or not the data
pages should have been swapped out. While the basic idea is
straightforward, we need to consider several issues when we
choose these reference pages. First, the reference pages should
not belong to frequently used OS or application software. In
this way, they will not be merged by the deduplication algo-
rithm. Second, we want these reference pages to be randomly
distributed in the memory. In this way, if the cloud provider
or attackers access the guest VM memory stealthily, they have
a very low probability to read many reference pages.

To satisfy these requirements, we propose to use the
memory pages that are unique in the Windows 95 system as the
reference pages. Our previous research [13] has successfully
identified these pages. Since almost no users are still using
Windows 95, these pages will not be deduplicated. We will
allocate space for each individual page and chain them together
with pointers to form a linked list. Since we do not allocate
a big chunk of continuous memory for these pages, they may
distribute all over the memory. Therefore, it is very hard for
the attacker to touch many reference pages when he randomly
selects guest VM pages to read. In this way, the reference
pages can effectively serve their purposes.

E. Detection Procedures of the SLA Violations

With all the building blocks we need to construct the
detection algorithms, below we describe the details of the
detection procedures. We introduce the algorithms respectively
for the two SLA violations.

Figure 2.a illustrates the detection of unauthorized memory
accesses. The guest VM will load both the reference pages



and guardian pages into its memory. Since the swapping
operations heavily depend on the memory usage, we propose
to divide the reference pages into multiple groups and access
them at different intervals. As illustrated in Figure 3, we will
first read all the guardian pages before the reference pages.
In this way, the guardian pages would have been swapped
out before the reference pages if no one else touches them
afterward. These pages will then be left idle. We will access
the reference pages with different intervals. For example,the
intervals shown in Figure 3 for different groups of reference
pages increase exponentially. Assuming that at time7t the
VM is under pressure for more memory and has to swap
many pages out. Since the guardian pages are accessed before
the 4th group of reference pages, they will be switched out
first. Then the 4th group of reference pages are also switched
out. At time 8t when the predetermined interval for group
4 expires, we will read this group of reference pages. Since
they have been switched out, the reading delay will be long.
As soon as we detect the long reading delay, we can derive
out that these pages are no longer in memory. We will then
immediately conduct reading operations on the guardian pages.
If the reading delay is short, we can derive out that these pages
are still in memory. Therefore, some unauthorized access to
these pages must have happened after our first reading.

Fig. 2. Detection procedures of the SLA violations.

Figure 2.b illustrates detection of the violations of dedu-
plication policies. Here two applications in the guest VM will
read the filesF1 andF2 into its memory. The two files contain
identical memory pages. Should deduplication is enabled in
the guest VM, the pages of the two files will be merged.
We will read F1 and F2 regularly so that their pages will
not be swapped out. Using our previous research in [13], we
will estimate the time that is needed to accomplish memory
deduplication. When the time expires, we will conduct a group
of writing operations to these pages. If the pages ofF1 andF2

have very short writing delay, they have their own copies. On
the contrary, if they are merged, the “copy-on-write” operations
will introduce a measurable delay. We can use the results to
determine whether or not the SLA has been violated.

Fig. 3. Using reference pages to detect memory swap operations.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experiment Environment Setup

The experiment environment setup is as follows. The
physical machine has a dual core 2.4GHz Intel CPU, 2GB
RAM, and SATA hard drives. We choose a machine with
relatively small memory size so that it is easy for applications
to exhaust the memory and trigger swapping. The hypervisor
that we use is VMWare Workstation 6.0.5. We choose this
version since it provides explicit interfaces for memory sharing
and access between virtual machines. All user virtual machines
are using Windows XP SP3 as the operating system. Each
virtual machine will occupy one CPU core, 512MB RAM,
and 8GB hard disk. Our experiments show that when there are
more than 20 pages that need to be read from the hard disk
or separated from the merged memory, the accumulated delay
can be accurately detected. Therefore, in our experiments we
choose the size of each group of reference pages and guardian
pages to be 20 pages.

B. Experiments and Results

We conduct two groups of experiments to evaluate the
detection of unauthorized memory access and violation of
deduplication policies respectively. Below we will first present
the results of the baseline experiments. The detection capa-
bilities and overhead of our approaches in more complicated
scenarios will be discussed later.

The first group of experiments try to evaluate the mecha-
nism for detecting unauthorized memory access. To simplify
the experiment setup and examine the practicability of our
approach, we initiate only two virtual machines in the physical
box: the guest VM that runs our detection algorithms, and
an attacker’s VM that stealthily accesses the memory of the
victim. Instead of locating some malware to penetrate VMWare
and get access to the guest VM’s memory, we propose to use
the Virtual Machine Communication Interface (VMCI) [38]
to simulate such an attack. Specifically, in the guest VM, we
create a block of shared memory so that the attacker’s VM can
access the guardian pages remotely. The guest VM will load
both reference pages and guardian pages into its memory, as
described in Section III.E. After initial access to these memory
pages, we would launch some applications to consume all
of the memory. In this way, the system will choose memory
pages to swap out. Since the attacker’s VM remotely accesses
the guardian pages, they will be kept in the memory. On the



contrary, the reference pages will be swapped out. When the
guest VM measures the access delay to the guardian pages, it
will figure out that they are still in the memory and detect the
unauthorized access.

Fig. 4. Detection capabilities of the approaches in baseline scenarios.

Figure 4.a illustrates the detection results. We conduct five
reading operations to the memory pages. On the Y-axis we
show the average access latency to every page. Since the
delays span across multiple degrees of magnitude, we use log-
scale Y-axis. Reading Operation 1 has long delay for both
groups of pages since they are loaded from hard disk. Reading
Operation 2 is conducted immediately after Operation 1 to
verify the contents. The interval between Reading Operations
2 and 3 represents the idle time. We can see that the access
latency to reference pages at Reading Operation 3 is much
longer than that to the guardian pages since they have been
swapped out. After that, we conduct another two rounds of
reading operations to measure the delay. From this figure, we
could infer that the guardian pages must have been touched by
someone after the initial access. Since the access command is
not issued by our VM, it is unauthorized access.

The second group of experiments assess the detection
of the violation of deduplication policies. We configure the
corresponding parameters in VMWare so that the page sharing
process will scan the memory and merge the pages with
identical contents. As illustrated in Figure 2.b, the constructed
files F1 and F2 contain many such pages. We will access
the two files regularly so that they will not be swapped out
from the memory. These reading operations will not impact
the deduplication procedures. Using the experiment results in
[13], [24], [14], we can estimate the time that the algorithm
needs to merge the pages. When the estimated delay expires,
we will issue the “write” command to the pages ofF2. If the
pages have been merged, the “copy-on-write” operations will
introduce a measurable increase in delay. On the contrary, if
each page has its own memory, the write delay will be much
shorter.

Figure 4.b illustrates the detection results. Reading Opera-
tion 1 has long delay for both files since they are loaded from
hard disk. The interval between Operations 2 and 3 represents
the deduplication procedure. At the Writing Operation 3, we
first write to pages ofF2. We can see that the delay is very
long because of the separation of the pages. After that, we
write to the pages ofF1. Since the merged pages have been
separated, the writing delay is short. Using this result, wecan
figure out that the deduplication process is enabled.

We conduct another group of experiments to evaluate the
detection capabilities of the proposed approaches in more com-

plicated scenarios. In this experiment, the guest VM is running
the software packagePrime to generate prime numbers. This
application demands a lot of CPU resources. We run the
detection algorithms for the two violations. The results are
shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Detection capabilities of the approaches under intense CPU
demand.

From the figure, we can see that the proposed mechanisms
can still effectively detect the violations. Since our approaches
will read from/write to memory pages at a sparse interval, they
do not incur heavy CPU overhead. Therefore, the execution of
CPU intensive applications does not impact our approaches.

C. Impacts on System Performance

The proposed violation detection mechanisms will occupy
some memory. They will also incur CPU operations during the
detection procedures. Therefore, they may impact the overall
system performance. In the following groups of experiments,
we try to assess such impacts. Since the detection algorithmfor
unauthorized memory access demands more CPU and memory
resources than the approach for deduplication policies, we
choose it as the benchmark for evaluation.

Fig. 6. Impacts on system performance.

We are especially interested in the impacts on two groups
of applications. The first group are the CPU intensive appli-
cations. We choose three examples: (1) theFibonacci bench-
mark computes the fibonacci sequence; (2) thePrime bench-
mark calculates the prime numbers; and (3) theNarcissistic
benchmark generates the narcissistic numbers. Each of these
software packages is running in parallel with the detection
algorithm for unauthorized memory access. We measure the



execution time of the software since this is the most intuitive
parameter that end users use to evaluate the system perfor-
mance.

The second group include those CPU and memory in-
tensive applications. We also choose three examples: (1) the
N −Queens benchmark computes solutions to the N-Queens
problem in chess and stores the results in memory; (2) the
Combination benchmark computes all possible combinations
of the input numbers; and (3) thePermutation benchmark
computes all possible permutations of the input numbers. We
measure their execution time when each of them is running in
parallel with the proposed mechanism.

From Figure 6, we can see that for CPU intensive appli-
cations, the increase in execution time is less than 6%. The
increase in execution time for CPU/Memory intensive appli-
cations is smaller than 15%. Please note that this is the worst
case since we execute the detection algorithm continuously.
In real worlds, end users can reduce the detection frequency
(e.g. once every 30 minutes). Under that case, the increased
execution time is smaller than 2%.

V. D ISCUSSION

The proposed approaches use memory access latency in
guest virtual machines to detect violations of SLA on mem-
ory management. Different from many interactive security
mechanisms that involve third parties, our approaches do not
need collaborations from other virtual machines. In this way,
it reduces the attack surfaces of the approaches. Below we
discuss the potential vulnerabilities of the approaches and our
mitigation mechanisms. We will also discuss the schemes to
reduce false alarms.

Several factors may impact the detection capabilities of
the mechanisms. First, since we need to measure the memory
access latency to determine whether or not the pages are in
memory, the hypervisor or malicious attackers can manipulate
the returned clock results to impact the detection. Based on
the analysis in [36], tickless timekeeping can keep time at
a finer granularity. Therefore, we choose the Windows API
QueryPerformanceCounter to measure the duration. Pre-
vious research [37] has also shown that the time measurement
accuracy may also be impacted by the workload on the
physical box. We can use the lightweightT iMeAcE.KOM
[37] to assess and fix the measured time.

Since the access latency to a single memory page is too
short to be accurately measured, the detection of both typesof
SLA violations depends on the accumulated delay. Therefore,
the hypervisor or attackers can reduce the memory access
frequency and volume to the guest VM to reduce the chance
of detection. For example, the hypervisor can select memory
pages of the guest VM randomly to read. In this way, when
our detection algorithm measures the access delay, only a
small percentage of the guardian pages are still in memory.
This scheme, however, will also hurt the information stealing
procedures. For example, a virtual machine with 2GB memory
has 512,000 memory pages. It may take the hypervisor hours
to conduct a complete scan of the guest VM memory if it
does not want the detection algorithm to raise an alarm. Many
data files, however, may not stay in memory for that long.
As another example, the hypervisor may adjust the memory

deduplication parameters to reduce the merging speed. Under
this condition, the virtual machines will keep a relativelylarge
memory footprint size, which will diminish the purpose of
deduplication.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we propose mechanisms to detect violations of
the SLA on memory management in virtual machines between
cloud users and providers. Instead of proposing a generic
security SLA enforcement architecture, we use the examplesof
unauthorized memory access and memory deduplication to the
detection procedures. We have implemented both approaches
under VMWare and tested them. The results show that they
can effectively detect the violations without introducingmuch
overhead. At the same time, the two approaches share some
common operations and can work together to secure memory
management of virtual machines.

Immediate extensions to our approach consist of the fol-
lowing aspects. First, we plan to explore other types of security
SLA violations in memory management and design a generic
approach for their detection. We will also experiment with
other hypervisors such as extended Xen and Linux KSM
to generalize the mechanism. Second, we want to study the
relationship between our approaches and existing securitySLA
enforcement architectures. If we can integrate them into the
architecture, we will have a solid platform for future extension.
The research will provide new information to strengthen the
protection to virtual machines and end users of cloud.
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